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A 501 (c) 3 non-profit founded in 2015 building open source censorship resistant digital democracy.



Background.
Democratic innovations for parliaments, NGOs, parties & networks.



A brief history of democratic innovations.
During this decade we sought to implement new democratic decision making mechanisms in real contexts. Democracies are 
not surveys but rather more often than not the path of last resort chosen by communities facing a deep conflict.
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      Campaign & First Election. 
Date: October 2013. 

Location: Buenos Aires, Argentina 🇦🇷   

Reach: 21,962 votes (1.2% of electorate). 

Entity: Political Party 

 
The party ran for its first election for 
Congress with a $15,000 budget. 
Reached 1.2% as an independent party 
and helped kickstart a movement of 
digital parties in the region. Today is part 
of the governing coalition.
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      Digital Political Party. 
Date: April 2012. 

Location: Buenos Aires, Argentina 🇦🇷  

Reach: 4000 signatures.  

Entity: Political Party 

 
We founded a party with the proposition 
of having candidates committed to vote 
in congress according to people’s will 
online. Partido de la Red (PDR) is 
considered the first ever digital political 
party in the American continent.
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      First Congressional Pilot. 
Date: November 2014. 

Location: Congress of Buenos Aires 🇦🇷  

Reach: 30,000 voters.  

Entity: City Congress. 

 
All 16 parties in Congress agreed to 
present a bill each and let citizenship vote 
online to decide which one should be 
treated. We focused on using open 
source tech but the Workers Party won by 
flooding the system with fake users. 

3       Y Combinator. 
Date: January 2015 

Location: Mountain View, CA 🇺🇸  

Funding: $100,000 

Entity: Non-profit Organization. 

 
We created the Democracy Earth 
Foundation for the research and 
development of digital democracies 
using censorship resistant networks. We 
focused on blockchain protocols and 
engaged legislatures globally.
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We piloted every democratic scheme for every kind of organization.
In the last 5 years we deployed liquid democracies (dPoS), participatory budgeting (PB), direct democracy (DD), quadratic 
voting (QV); and worked for parties, legislatures, non-profits and decentralized networks.
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      Shadow Referendums. 
Date: October & December 2016. 

Location: Colombia & Hong Kong 🇨🇴 🇭🇰  

Reach: 12,000 & 800,000 voters each. 

Entity: Non Profit Organizations & Political Movement. 

 
Colombian expats liquid voted each 
aspect of the peace agreement in parallel 
to the official referendum. In Hong Kong 
we secured votes using the Bitcoin 
blockchain for a shadow election for city 
major with the Umbrella Movement.

4        High Stakes Direct Vote. 
Date: March 2017. 

Location: Buenos Aires, Argentina 🇦🇷   

Reach: 1,200 affiliates. 

Entity: Political Party 

 
To decide whether the party would make 
alliances with other forces or not in the 2017 
election, a highly disputed vote was held that 
led to noticing the relevance of decentralizing 
voter right consensus. The party eventually ran 
under the government coalition that got 50%.
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      First Congressional Vote. 
Date: June 2018. 

Location: Congress of Argentina 🇦🇷  

Reach: 14,850 voters.  
Entity: National Congress. 

 
Congressman Garreton opened up his 
vote with our software to decide on a 
highly controversial bill to legislate 
abortion in Argentina. He chose to vote 
according to his province’s voters criteria 
rather than follow the global result. 

6       Crypto Budgeting. 
Date: September 2018 - April 2019. 

Location: New York, NY 🇺🇸  

Budget: $400,000 
Entity: Decentralized Network. 

 
We piloted Blockstack’s App Mining 
program allowing investors decide over a 
monthly subsidy of $100,000 to be paid in 
BTC for developers building with this 
protocol. We detected collusion and other 
known Participatory Budgeting issues.
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Governance & DAOs
Distributed Autonomous Organizations



Proof of Work (PoW) ignores society.

Nakamoto governance is centered around machines, not people.

Biticoin’s white paper paragraph on governance (2008). Guaranteeing a right to privacy bent early blockchain 
design toward anonymity. While that approach helps fight financial corruption, political manipulation still 

exploits the internet in ways that can also be fought back with decentralized computation.



Proof of Stake (PoS) is plutocratic. 

Skin in the game staking breaks when there’s conflict of interests. 

As an example, during the Aragon Network Vote held in April 2019, a single whale stakeholder allocated his tokens 
at the last minute to tumble the entire election in favor of his interest. Any coin-voting scheme renders the actual 

voting process irrelevant. Also: investors face conflict of interest and their vote is not necessarily aligned with a DAO.



MolochDAO — Minimal Viable DAO

Forking MolochDAO 
Initially the parameters will be based in 100 votes 
per member regardless of tribute and all 
HumanityDAO valid addresses can apply. 

Voting using proxy Moloch Shares. 
In a similar way to contracts like SelloutDAO, 
shares of existing members of Moloch can be 
used under these new democratic schemes and 
increase participation and community 
involvement with Ethereum 2.0

Other considerations moving forward. 
• Minting ERC725 Identity tokens. 
• Zero Knowledge voting & identity scheme.



Quadratic Voting
How Digital Technology can Transform Democracy



An ID scoring mechanism needs legitimacy.

Voter TechniqueCredits

4 credit tokens spent.Verified identity. 2 Votes

1

2

1 credit token spent.Verified identity. 1 Vote

9 credit tokens spent.Verified identity. 3 Votes

3

Quadratic Voting (QV) can effectively rank a long tail of preferences. 



Zealotry becomes expensive.

A more nuanced way to vote.

Mitigates tyranny of the majority.

QV allows to find a common ground and prevent the 
polarization that risks the dividing a constituency. Voters 
are allowed to yell as loud as they want, but yelling 
comes with a cost. 

The ‘one man one vote’ rule gives everyone minimum 
share in public decision making, but it also sets a 
maximum: it does not permit the citizens to register the 
widely different intensities with which they hold their 
respective political convictions and opinions.

QV addresses the problem of the tyranny of the majority, 
a standard criticism of democracy. Assuming everybody 
cares the same amount cannot capture the plight of 
minorities and issues that dramatically affects certain 
groups of people. With QV you can vote harder on what’s 
closer to home.

Percentage of swing voters in american Elections since 

1952, Economist (2016) 
 

Most elections today are decided by a 
~20% minority that has weaker preferences 
and often changes their vote from election 
to election (swing voters). 

Richer information from the winning and 
loosing side gets captured with QV and it 
ultimately answers whether the intense 
preferences of the minority outweigh the 
weak preferences of the majority.

“Testing Theories of American Politics: Elites, 

Interest Groups, and Average Citizens”, Gilens, 

Page, Cambridge University (2014). 
 

The role that lobbying and interest 
groups play in congress can be 
addressed by the dynamics of 
quadratic voting. 

Strengths of Quadratic Voting.

Today’s “first-past-the-post” voting principle tends to produce a small number of major parties (often 
only two) and encourages tactical voting. QV is able to capture more information from voters enabling 
a better signal to capture legitimacy.

https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/perspectives-on-politics/article/testing-theories-of-american-politics-elites-interest-groups-and-average-citizens/62327F513959D0A304D4893B382B992B/core-reader


Quadratic Voting generates organic data.

Comparing votes with Likert-Scale ballots not only reduced polarization but also led 
to a more organic distribution of preferences.

Without QV With QV

With QVWithout QV



Quadratic Voting results in Colorado (USA).

Results from first official QV implementation by a US Government (2019).

Colorado 2019 Quadratic Vote distribution:
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In 2018, before using QV, Rep. 
Hansen implemented a simpler 
version where each House Democrat 
received 15 votes to cast for the 15 
bills they felt deserved funding. The 
process generated “a big blob” 
of bills with roughly the same 
number of votes and no clear 
preferences.

Without Quadratic Voting:

“Colorado tried a new way to vote”,  
Wired  Magazine, March 2019



Quadratic Voting in the press.

Quadratic voting is the one vote pricing rule under 
which voters who intend only their own gain are 
led, as if by an invisible hand, to advance the 
interests of society.

“
”

https://www.wired.com/story/colorado-quadratic-voting-experiment/
https://coloradosun.com/2019/05/28/quadratic-voting-colorado-house-budget/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-05-01/a-new-way-of-voting-that-makes-zealotry-expensive


"The one vulnerability being exploited across 
all systems is Identity” 
Edward Snowden — Web3 2019 (Berlin)



Humans on the Blockchain.



Is Proof of Personhood (PoP) possible?

If a PoP protocol existed, then the social blockchain would emerge.

Dapps pending to be built: 

•  Democracy 
•  Universal Basic Income 
•  Portable Credit 
•  Alternatives to KYC 
•  Fair Airdrops 

Anything facing society, 
not capital.

Political initiatives that require Proof of Human.



Constraints: AI & Sybils.
Avoid recreating either Facebook or the Chinese Communist Party.



Deep Fakes — or how cheap Information relativizes truth.

No more uncanny valley with Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs). These 
human pictures belong to people that never existed — thispersondoesnotexist.com 

http://thispersondoesnotexist.com


Reputation Algos — Prevent sybils but also centralize.

PageRank and similar algorithms lead to nodes with more centrality than others. 



Proof of Personhood Prototypes.

Ongoing experiments aiming to verify human participants.



Kleros — Web of Trust TCR with Video Proofs.

Use a Kleros TCR that randomly elects jurors that verify video of candidate IDs.



Idena Network — Synchronous Turing Tests.

Which one of the two strips is the right one?

Idena implements a synchronous 
event held over the entire network 
where participants are required to 
solve Turing tests that are hard for 
Machine Learning systems to solve. 

This provides a proof of 
personhood assuming the tests 
cannot be captured by existing AI.



Idena Network — Synchronous Turing Tests.

Which one of the two strips is the right one?

Belonging to the class of AI-hard problems. 
Not based on pattern recognition (and hence exploitable by neural 
networks) but able to interpret information using common sense 
reasoning or reading the unsaid between the lines.

Created by Humans. 
Must not be created algorithmically in order to escape being a pattern 
recognition task, very much in reverse to how Google creates captchas.

Unpredictable and an infinity of possible captchas. 
The range of possible tasks should not be limited (similarly as in the tasks 
of understanding the meaning of a text, where there can be an infinite 
range of texts and meanings).

No major systemic vulnerabilities. 
We don’t mean the vulnerability of one single captcha, but a systemic 
vulnerability, which allows the algorithmic solving of hundreds of 
thousands of captchas with high probability, above 80 percent.

Machine Learning resistant games:



Who Watches The Watchmen — Paper

In this review, we will outline the 
approaches of these new and 
natively digital sources of 
authentication - their attributes, 
methodologies strengths, and 
weaknesses - and sketch out 
possible directions for future 
developments. 
 
bit.ly/personhoodproof



More about Democracy Earth

 
bit.ly/DemocracyEarthPilots

http://bit.ly/DemocracyEarthPilots


Democracy Earth is a 501 (c) 3 non-profit  
based in California, New York and Madrid. 

Stay in contact:

democracy.earth 

Santiago Siri — @santisiri 
Founder of Democracy Earth Foundation 

and leading RadxChange in Madrid. 

santi@democracy.earth & linkedin.com/in/santisiri/

http://democracy.earth
mailto:santi@democracy.earth
https://www.linkedin.com/in/santisiri/

